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CONCERT SCH EDULED OCT. 24

James Gang tickets available
Good seats are stUI available
for the "James Gang" concert to
be held at 7:30p.m. Oct. 24 in
the Fieldhouse, according to
Ruth Baxter, Owensboro, ticket
chairman.
Sponsored by the Student
Government, the concert will
also host R.E.O. Speed Wagon.

T ickets are on sale· daily In the
SUB lobby for $3.50, $3, and
$2.50.
The "James Gang" is a three
piece group with J im Fox on the
drums, plano and vocal; Dale
Peters on bass guitar and vocal;
and Joe Walsh on lead guitar,
OI"JJan and vocal.

Organized ln 1966 the
groups four albums are "Yer
Album," «James Ganr Rides
Again," "Live In Concert," and
Thirds." They have also had
three singles on the national
charts, " l Don't Have the Time,"
"Funk 48," and "Funk 49."

The drama department
under the direction of Robert E.
Johnson has released the dates
and names of the five
productions for this year. They
are as follow•
·
Oct. 28
"The Worthy
Master Pierre
Patellne".
Unive r sity
School
Auditorium, 8
p.m., fifty cent
admission. One
act show
student
produced.
Dec. 2·3-4
''A Christmas
Carol".
Un i versity
Au d itorium,
9:30 a.m., fifty
cent admission.
Production for
childTen.
March 9-10-11 "The Skin of
Our Teeth" by
Wilder. New
University
Theatre, 8
p.m., $1.50
admission. Part
of festival for
openillf of new
Arts building.
March 15
U n i ve r sI ty
Theatre Dance
Ensemb l e

University
Theatre, 8
p.m., Cree
admission. A
history of the
theatre In
d a nce from
"Oedipus Rex"
to "Hain."
April 27-28-29 "The Imaginary
Invalid" by
Moliere.
University
Theatre, 8 p.m.
$1.50 Admission
The aim of the drama
department this year Is to
establish in Western Kentucky
high schools an interest In
drama. Projects for this goal
include a on•act touring show
which is entirely student
produced to be performed In
hlp schools throughout the
surrounding area.
''This will be the fust year
for a touring production," stated
Johnson, "maybe we ean get
more students Interested ln
Murray State'& drama program
throurh this means."
In March. or April the
department is planning to
conduct a hi(h school workshop
day in drama to create more
concern on the part of
secondary students.

BURGER CHEfe

Black S tudent Union
underlakes proj ec ts

PUTS YOU IN
THE PRO SAVINGS LEAGUE
WITH THIS

The Black Student Union
has two projects underway with
two more being planned.
Members are tutoring
underprivileged grade school
students in the Murray area. A
counseling system bas also been
set up to aid freshmen during
their first year al MSU.
In the planning stage Is a
work service for older people
who cannot afford to hire
painters or carpenters tor home
Improvement. Once the
materials have been acquired,
BSU members will donate the
work needed.

BURGER CHEF tackles high prices and gives a big price-off play
on four sandwich favorites. Check this all star line-up. Bring In each
coupon and kick off the football season now at BURGER CHEF.

RUlE'S
Flower Shop
. 1 BLOCK
FROM

CAMPUS
A triple decker delight!
Two flame--broiled beef
burgers with melted
cheese, our special
sauce and chopped
lettuce.

Phone 753-3981
J 11 s. 15th

You have
24hours

to live.

Today, that is. So what
are you doing with your
time? Are you helping
another human being
toward the d1gn1ty you
want for yourself? Are
you doing anything to
overcome the hate 1n
thts world-wtth love?

~c~~ger

•

Family Restaurants

1304 W.Main St.
We . always treat you right. ...
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EDITORIALS

Phil flank

Pass-fail curriculum suggested
for required classes, electives
With mid-terms lurking in the
near future, next week in fact, most
students will be studying for that
A, B, C, D, or in some cases, even
that D in a course. Striving for
letter grades in a major subject is
nerve racking enough, but what
about electives and general
requirements: You might wish the
pressure was off in these courses so
you'd have more time to study in
your major. Adoption of the
pass-fail grading system by the
University could alleviate some of
this tension.
The pass-fail program, which is
part or the curriculum in many
American universities, seems to be a
prom1smg alternative to the
traditional grading system where
letter grades are given in correlation
with the student's ability. The basic
philosophy of pass-fail is to
encourage students to venture into
unrequired academic areas without
the fear of bringing down their
point standing.
This would enable an
education major, for example, to
take a business course as an elective
or to complete a science
requirement without the added
pressure of letter grade
competition. The student would be
learning on his own, not trying to
score higher than fellow classmates.
Naturally some restrictions
would have to be establishedwhich students could register for
pass-fail courses, how many courses
each student could take under the
system and which courses would be
available for the option.
Results of a survey taken at
Washington State University, which
adopted pass-fail in 1968, showed
that more than 90 per cent of the
respondents in all classes strongly
favored continuation of the

program. In practice, the students
favored the option because of
"grading pressures" and "lack of
time."
The pass-fail grading system,
however, did have some drawbacks.
The survey revealed it was generally
used by students to complete
requirements rather than for
academic exploration. Also,
students tended tQ receive
substantially lower grades taken in
pass-fail courses than in regularly
graded course work.
But the survey stressed that the
psychological impact of grading
practices on the learning situation
must also be evaluated. Basically,
how much did the student learn?
Did a "C'' student learn or absorb
more than the ''A" student who
may have memorized the material
just to score highly on the test?
Instructors at universities using
pass-fail do not know which
students are taking the courses
under the system. They assign
regular grades to the student which
are transferred onto the pass-fail
scale at the Registrar's office.
The pass-fail system has been
adopted by MSU for the student
teaching program and freshmen
orientation. But according to
Registrar Wilson Gantt, talk of
expanding the system into other
areas has been conrmed to
academic committees. Nothing
definite concerning pass-fail is
before the curriculum committee,
he said.
Despite some flaws the
innovative pass-fail system has
proved successful at many large
universities, including the
University of Kentucky. To help
keep Murray State in line with the
times, the program deserves careful
consideration by faculty members.

No need to fear botulism poisoning,
preventable by proper processing
The death of a Bedford, N.Y.
man last June from botulin
poisoning alarmed many American
housewives about the safety of
eating canned foods. Now that the
school year bas begun, college
students, who sometimes subsist on
canned soups, vegetables and the
like, may be eyeing the cans a little
more warily than they did last
semester.
Actually, most of their fears
are groundless, for botulism is one
of the rarest of food poisonings. By
following a few simple precautions,
students can be reasonably sure
their food is safe.
The fact that the botulism was
discovered in soup produced by
both the Bon Vivant and
Campbell's Companies was purely
coincidental. Botulin posioning has
been found in green beans, com,
tuna, pears, ham, lunch meat--all
varieties of food. It usually occurs
only in foods sealed in cans, glass
·
jars and plastic.
· Botulism originates harmlessly
I enough in clostridium botulinum, a

common bacterium in the soil.
Found on fruits and vegetables, it
passes through the body with no
harmful effects. Trouble begins
when the spores start to germinate.
That happens only in an air-tight
environment, like the
vacuum-packed cans.
A deadly poison-botulin-is
produced. Two glassfuls could kill
the entire population of the world.
The poisoning is absolutely
preventable by proper processing.
Both the factory methods and
federal inspection processes at Bon
Vivant and Campbell's are under
investigation.
The consumer can use a few
basic guidelines in selecting canned
goods. Don't buy a can with
swollen ends. If the food squirts
out like soda pop, throw it away
without tasting. Discard anything
that looks or smells slightly off.
Boiling the food for at least 10
minutes will destroy the chemical
poison even though the spores will
remain.
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Letters to the Editor
Praises handbill story
Dear Editor:
Puzzled by some or the negative
campus reaction stirred by the proposal
for a moratorium on political littering, I
want to lend my support to the idea and
to commend Don Nanny and Tony
McClure for their thinking.

about an atrocious situation and for its
solid journalistic judgement in devoting
front page news space to a topic deserving
of campus-wide attention.
Dwain Mcintosh

Commends mock election

Justification offered by some of the
people who took exception to the Dear Editor:
proposal amounted in essence to "well,
We would like to commend the
that's the way we've always done
It,. --perhaps the poorest Imaginable Conservative Students of America for
havlng the courage to guarantee Murray
reason for condoninJt the clutter.
State students their right of expression.
Anyone who had occasion to walk
the campus before the moratorium
We would like to commend the MSU
suggestion could see the mess it was in students on their response and
because a privilege had been abused. Even
politics should Involve the exercise of participation. It's our feeling that the
some judgement and common sense.
mock election will serve notice on certain
I have read the front page story in elements on this campus, and that strong
the September 24 edition of the Murray arm tactics and threats are no longer an
State News several times and can fmd effective means of carrying on a political
nothing to "single out" any specific
organization for blame. Perhaps if campaign.
someone felt blamed, it was merely a case
of a sensitive conscience.
Lane Harvey
Chairman
Anyway, I want to thank the News
Young Kentuckians for Emberton
for recognizing and being concerned
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Editorial Notebook
Like to ride with lovely girls?
lend convertibles for parade
With Homecoming only three weeks away, the Student
Government still needs late model convertibles for the annual parade
on Saturday (Nov. 6) morning. Anyone who would like to volunteer
their ~;ervices that day and reap the benefits or having a lovely girl in
the rear seat, please call Wes McCoy at the Student Government
office, 753-3545 or at home, 753-9549.

FALL WEATHER FINALLY CO"ES
Fall weather arrived over long weekend and students were
caught without their coats and wann clothes. The campus is taking
on fall colors as the many trees shed their coats for the bleak winter
ahead. Coeds wardrobes are as bright as the trees as they too take on
colors of red, orange and yellow. Brisk winds greet the students as
they head for class each morning announcing to all that ran Is
present and winter will soon follow.

'

THE SUB--A FRIENDLIER PLACE

let's rack them up · · ·

The SUB has taken on a new look with the re-arrangement of
furniture and the addition of benches formerly in Winslow Cafeteria.
Arranged in conversational settings instead or long lines, students
now enjoy a more friendly surrounding as they pass the time of day.
I

HART SNACK BAR OPENS SUNDAY
Hart Hall Snack Bar will be open on Sundays starting this week.
Due to suggestions from students and a comment in last week's
News, food se"ice director Carl Mullins decided to try the proposal.
Coffee and donuts will be served from 10 to 11, and special meals
will be planned for the day. Student support is needed if this facility
is to remain open.

ELECTION SPIRIT LAGS
Freshman elections are over and like most campus elections
student.c; did not take the opportunity to vote and express their
opinions. Vital matLers will be coming before the student body in
the next few weeks concerning revision in the present constitution
and changes In the judicial system. Without student awareness and
involvement, these proposals will never come to reality.

JUST Ll KE A JESUS AR MY'

Crusade spreads Gospel on campus
By MARLA HORNER

"A fantastic group getting
together to worship" is how Jan
Hammond, a junior from
Louisville, described the Campus
Crusade for Christ. ·
''The crusade here at MSU Is
highly organized with really
dedicated people," sbe said. H's
kind of like a Jesus army
dedicated to go out and serve
Jesus.~·

Miss Hammond and David
the crusade's student
mobllizaUon leader, acreecl that
the organization Is a Jesus
movement in itself.
"The Jesus movement
probably had Its beginnin&&
through the Campus Crusade
which was founded by William
Bright in 1951, but the Campus
Crusade is more the 'straight'
people," said Haley.
According to Haley, the
crusade was started at MSU
about five years ago when Stan
Evanko, a former MSO student,
became Interested and was
trained at Arrowhead Springs.
Arrowhead Springs, the
Campus Crusade headquarters, Is
in San Bernardino, Calif. Haley
said there are over 3,000 trained
college men and women who
work on college campuses
throughout the United States
and the world.
Haley~

'fOUR THE FINE ARTS BUILDING
IC you've got a few spare minutes and need somethi'lg to do,
take a quick tour of the new Fine Arts Bldg. While you're there,
check out the radio and TV studios, the art galleries and music
auditorium. Outside there's a mini-quadrangle that's great for a quiet
break between classes.
The building, of course, will be a great asset for the departments
it houses. And for MSU. students, it's an intriguing center for the

arts.

Mf'thodi~t i"ie.rvices f'xp l o r t> ~supP:rs tar'
"Exploring Superstar" will by the Contemporary Worship
be the first in a series of
Contemporary Worship Services Committee in an effort to
to be conducted in the Hale enlighten those attending and
Chapel of the First United better prepare them to
understand the fuJI opera
Methodist Church.
The "Exploring Superstar" production.
service will include some of the
The Service has been
original music score of this scheduled for 11 a.m., October
current contemporary opera. 17, to run concurrently with the
This worship topic was Chosen regular worship service.

WITH THE INCREASED NUMBER fJA blcyc._ on
cempus this fall their it an ....,.,, need for bicyde racks
to ba located In stratagle - - . ~ like the In
front of Franklin Hill . . not uncommon, bicycles .,.
found chlllned to " - · pc*l, and buldi"'L

Evanko and other interested
students at MSU began their
lVOrk with action groups and

Play Your Automobile
Tapes at Home!

personal witnessing. The action
group strategy, according to
Haley, Is a group of five or six
people who meet and discuss
how they can more effectively
witness and lead more
errectively the life Christ
promises.

how It relates to the college
student.
This spring "New Folk," a
Campus Crusade for Christ
singing group, will appear on
campus, Haley said. Folk and
popular songs are arranged for
this group to express the Gospel.

Crusade stresees witnessing

''There are retreats
Evanko is now an associate throughout the year where you
for the Crusade for Christ in the can get some of the best training
military.
in living and sharing," said
The main purpose of the Haley.
crusade said Haley Is to acquaint
There will be a retreat in
the college students with the
claims of Christ. The crusade Frankfort Oct. 29-31 with Josh
stresses aggressive low·pl'e&BUre McDowell as speaker.
witnessing, usually through an
Next summer the Campus
evangelical tool called the four
spiritual laws. The crusaders Crusade for Christ will sponsor
work mainly through 'Explo '72' In Dallas, Tx. A
person-to-person evangelism.
The crusade Is a completely minimum of 100,000 students
voluntary movement and there is are expected. Several will be
no way to become a member going fro'!! Murray. All students
unless one become a member of are encouraged to attend.
the starr.
According to Haley, there is
no staff member on MSU's RI NGS REPAIRED · SIZED
campus, but there are staff
members at Western and UK.
PARTS FOR ELECTRIC

Meets every two weeks
SHAVERS · ENGRAVING

The crusade here holds
college life meetings in the
Panhellenic Bldg. on Sunday
nights at 8:30 p.m., usually
every two weeks. They usually
have a speaker who talks about
some aspect or Christianity and

LIRDSEY'S
MURRAY AND MAYFIELD

Phone 753·71 00

North 12th Extended
behind the Grecian Steak House

Adll .. 11~1lalre" Clla111r to
Y• T111 Player Syate•

8995

S-Track
Stereo Tape Player'
3-Piece Walnut Cabinetry
\

• 2 W Kle-Raage S,.U.r f1dOifiN1
• Stereo HeotlpltoH Jad IM , ,;wn. LiiiHi..

SAVE100'
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MOVES TO FINE ARTS BLDG.

Music department relocates
If you see Richard Farrell,
c hairman of the music
department, walking around
with a big smile on his face, it
may be because of the move his
department just made to the
new Fine Arts Bldg.
Although all of the bugs in
the new building • such as the
trouble with the air conditioning
and the elevators • aren't
completely ironed out, Dr.
Farrell is quite pleased with this
new location. He thinks things

will be even better once the
entire department is settled and
all of the new equipment arrives.
It is his belief that this new
location will be a boost In
morale for not only the faculty
of the music department but
also for the students.
An advantage the new
building offers over the old ones
Is that the new building creates a
more pleasant atmosphere for
study and practice. The new
building provides for more
availability or practice rooms.
More recording facilities are
offered to the student in the

had t.o divide the choir into four
divisions. Previously there had
been only three.
The MSU Marching
The new building seems to
Thoroughbred
Band under the
have been completed at the right
moment to meet the Increasing , direction of Roger 'Reichmuth,
enrollment of the students in the has increased its membership by
music department. Dr. Farrell 88 students making its total
estimated enrollment to be up membership 125.
50 percent over last year's
Besides a new band room,
en r o II men t. T h ere are the band is to receive new
approximately 250 enrolled this uniforms. Although there has
year in the department.
been a problem in receiving the
When askea if the Increase uniforms due to a delay in
could be attributed to the higher production they are expected to
enrollment in the freshman class, be in by Oct. 28.
Dr. Farrell answered by saying
Other than being pleased
that it was due both to that with the new building
increase and the number of Reichmuth Is extremely pleased
junior transfer students.
with the spirit or the hard
lie added that he was working students or the band.
su·r prised to see so many "They really go to it!"
students from New York, and,
Adding ~mor to the half
particularly, to see 16· 18 Umlm of the football games is
students from Onondaga not the only presentation by the
Community College located in band. They are scheduled to be
Syracuse.
the host band at the annual
Wayne Sheley, director of Marching Band Festival on the
the brass choir, is also Impresse-d 28th.
with the increased enrollment.
The band will make a guest
appearance at Paducah Tilghman
This year, Dr. Sheley has
Hlgb School on the 29th. On
their way to the game at
Bowling Green the band will
stop off at Hopkinsville for the
Hopkinsville Christmas Parade.
These are just a few or the many
new building than were
previously offered in the old
building.

scheduled appearances for the
marching band.

THE HUMAN PYRAMID 1t die epitome of excellence th1t physieal education
major5 can ec:hieve in Dr. John Baker's gymnastics class. This is the firat
suc:cesful 16-man pyramid to be built by Dr. Baker's c l - in eight
sem.tlfl.

Pyramid built on campus
makes Health Bldg. history
Several weeks ago history
was made in the Carr Health
Bldg. at r:furray State

A new building, more
advanced equipment, and an
For the first time in the
Increased · enrollment are
certainly advantages Cor the nine semesters that John Baker
music department. Dr. Farrell, bas taught the course
would like to invite all students, Gymnastics for Physical
not just music majors, to Education Majors, a fifteen man
participate in the organizations pyramid was built.
within the department. Dr.
Why is this so special? Well,
Farrell, against speaking for the the pyramid is constructed in
department, said, "We're most five layers. The bottom row has
pleased and grateful to have the five men, then each row
added facilities. They will be a decreases one man unlil the man
is on the top.
great help in making this year's
This means that the bottom
program in teaching a more
effective asset to the department five are supporting ten men. If
each man weighs about 170
and to the University."
pounds or more (which most of
them did) , then the bottom row

is supporting
1700·2000 pounds.

bel ween

"This has never been done
here," said Dr. Baker. "Usually
the pyramid gives in before the
third layer goes up."

Ambush
Holland Drua

Generous Reward!
Keys In leather case

Want Live Entertainment
to Digest By?

lost Monday, October 11,

NEW COSTUMER Costul1*1 8nd dlfec:ton -' MSU hold a ~ to
lntroduc» Toni Rtdden (~nwl of Bttkley, Mk.,., to the drm~a department.

in the vicinity of

Showing Mia Redden some a,tampl• of c:ostume plat• is the 18Chnkal
dlnctor 8nd -*tant prot-. Jame. I. Sc:hem9 (right). Looking on is Robert
E. JohMOn, chairmen of the department. Mill Redden is the tint freshmen to
be ch011n for e costume aalstantlhlp in the depllrtment.

Wrather Hall and
Woodlawn Ave.

Then Come As You Are

Call 753-4501
No questions asked

For Good Music:

JOE DORAN

V2 PRICE COLOR PRINTS?

and his lively guitar

SAYE 01 SUIES- IOYIES -I &I PIIIITS, TOI

And Good Eatin' at:

This low price saves you up to 50% over usual. ''drul store" prices,
rushes high quality color prints b_ack to your door tn JUSt a few days. Try
the film service used on many m1d-west and southern campuses.
SO EASY, SO CONVENIENT .. . tust use your own envelope an~ the coupon
below. fill in name and address, write name on roll or cartndge, enclose
coupon and remittance. Or, use the coupon to 1et film mailers 1nd discount coupons; order film and flashes at low prices ••• a better deal than
"free" film. Savirws 1nd processing quality 1uaranteed.

•
SHIRLEY
fLORIST
502 4th Street
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No Cover Charge
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MARTHA GUIER, placement director since 1968, noted that they received
over 1500 letters in last yean mall requesting employee applications. Here she
answers one of them.

ftfS l ! senior~~ #!radua te students
helped in quest of job placenu~nt
"They told me to fill this
paper out. Something about a
placement service thing. Know
anything about tt?"
Such is the typical reaction
of the average senior when he Is
presented with placement service"
applications. What are they?
What do they do? Why should
he fill them out'?
According to Martha Guier,
director of the MSU placement
service, it is "an aid for students.
We try to get the students over
that first big hump·-the first
job--to help them adjust to life
outside of schools. It acts as a
go-between for students and the
employers."
It is available to every
graduating senior and graduate
student who takes time to
complete the two.page
application form supplied by the
placement office. From these
applications, students are placed
in various categories
corresponding to their majors.
Later, when an industry or
school asks Cor applications to
Cill empty vacancies, Miss Guier
and her helpers pull out all
appropriate student applications
from their files. "A placement
office has one underlying
function, and that is to as.sist the
right person in securing the right
position at the right time,"
commented its director.
"We try to take Into
consideration the students'
desires as well as the employers'
needs."
The placement service was
installed on the MSU campus in
the early 1930's. According to
Miss Guier, who was first
as&Oeiated with it in 1946, "It
was active right from the
beginning."
Today, the service is able to
place over half the graduating
seniors. Last year, for instance,
65 per cent or the seniors were
employed through the errort.s or
the placement service.
Other statistics prove out
the feasibility and usefulness of
the service on the campus: over
100 companies and schools

THE CRAFT HOUSE
M ACRA ME- NEEDLEPOINT .
CANDLE SUPP LIES- BEAOO

come on campus each year ; the
office ordinarily receives 1900
letters a year from school
systems; telephone calls
requesting recommendations
number over 500 a year.
Who has the best
opportunity or getting a job
today'?
"Right now, Industrial
education and special ecucation
teachers can just about have
their pick or what they want
where they want," Miss Guier
noted. " History, social .studies,
and men's physical educaLion
teachers hardly have a chance
now, though.''
So remember, typical
senior: it pays to fill that paper
out, as Miss Guier will be glad to
tell you.

Sitting prf'tty . ••
on its ou•n
pruiou11
thronp

k,Carved
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Only an A1'tCart•«d diamond
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loftier, attn-modern atylinlf
- ita unique Permanent Value
I!'Ua rantee. Come, compare.
You'll find ArtCarved haa no
peen!
. ... ~ .. - - .
.1\ek for our fr•• llluttrated (older
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Guys turn (!baseballbatty'
during World Series week
World Serles widows lake
heart! Remember there is a
maximum of 7 games and a
minimum of 4 each year.
What is it that makes men
and boys so interested in the
World Series? Any guess would
probably be a good one. But no
matter what the cause, one thing
is for sure-If a guy loves baseball,
he'll watch the SerlE'S come heck
or high water.
Often a guy will become
"deaf" during the Series and
show up for classes with the
earphones to his transitor in his
ears. That way he can hear
history being made blow by
blow.
It he's not that fortunate,
he acquires extra-sensitive ears
that are able to pick up any
conversations of the baseball
pme on the way to classes. If no

TWO OF MANY: MI'L Billie H. Oownint~lrightl, diNc:tOf' of MSU't protram
for 1tudenb prepwlng to tucfl exceptlon.t cfllld.-.n, !Mile¥• strontlv In
-.:her-student contacts ouc.ide 1he d-00111. Here the confWI with 1WO
special education majors on their non-wxtbook rudint-

MRS. BILLIE DOWN ING BENEF ITS CHI LDREN

~ccident '
Literally thousands of
parents and children have
benefitted from what Billie H.
Downing , and associate
professor at MSU, tenns an
"accident."
The accident occurred at
George Peabody College in
Nashville shortly after she began
graduate study on the education
of gifted children. By accident I
became interested In the
mentally retarded, she said, and
since then have concentrated In
that field.
Since joining Murray State's
special education department in
June, 1966, Mrs. Downing, who
radiates enthusiasm and
compassion, has developed a
teacher certification program in
mental retardation.
We now have more than 150
majors and minors in our
program. and we are hoping our
projected curriculum for a
master's in this area will be
approved very soon, she added.
Despite her teaching load at
the University, Mrs. Downing
gives much time to various local
mental health centers, such as
the one in Murray and the one
conducted by the Kevil
Foundation in Mayfield. A
fonner member or the Kentucky
Commission on Children and
Youth, she is on the board or
managers of the West Kentucky
Easter Seal Center for Crippled
Children and Adults in Paducah.

Shortage of Teachers
Althouah there has been
much publicity on the
over-production or teachers in
general, Mrs. Downing stressed
that a great shortage exists in the
mental retardation field and the
future market will demand
thousands more of trained
instructors.
Since World 'War ll there has
been a marked change in the
attitude or parents of retarded
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children, she explained. Parents
began wanting to keep those
children at home i~ad or
placing them In institutions,
apart f'rom family and society.
In various cities those
parents, she added, formed local
groups that gave Impetus to local
programs. There followed state,
regional, and national
organizations, all of which
contributed to the development
of mental retardation centers
and special classes in the public
schools.
President of the Kentucky
Association for Retarded
Children after five years' service
on its board, the Louisville
native said the general public's
change in attitude toward
handicapped youngsters has
resulted partly from magazine
and newspaper articles and
special TV programs.
"Since the critical years
from 2 to 5 are the greatest
period or mental growth," she
pointed out, "it is necessary that
we reach as many parents as
possible. The fact that about 75
per cent of the members of the
National Association for
Retarded Children are parents
indicates their grave concern and
sincere desire to aid the
movement."

prof~s sor

When Outwood State
Hospital at Dawson Springs, was
converted in 1962 from a
tu bereutar sanatorium to a
hospital and school for mentally
retarded children, Mrs. Downing
:>rganized the school program
and serTed as principal until
coming to Murray State.

Interest grows
..I think I began to become
Interested in retarded children in
1966 in Louisville when a friend
gave birtli to a non-nonnal
child," Mrs. Downing said.
"That was probably the seed
that sprouted and came to
fntitfon at 'Peabody College."
Although her hair has
become prematurely gray. Mrs.
Downing's compassionate brown
eyes glow constantly with
enthusiasm for her work, which
makes varying demands on her,
day and night, seven days a
week.
"This field of education is
one that brings deep emotional
involvement," she said, "and
takes me away from home often.
Fortunately, my husband (he
retired early from managerial
work with Sears in Louisville
because of retina detachments)
is most understanding and
encourages me in all my varied

PALACE DRIVE-IN

Special $1.19
Big Hamburger Steak
Reg. $1.50

Tuesday & Wednesday

one is talking much, a quick stop
at the TV in the SUB will
straighten him out.
or course, cutting classes is
also an alternative. It can be
dangerous, however, If the
teacher has no interest in the
eames or just doesn't understand
the problem. If the Series is
getting tight, cutting class Is
better than missing thai winning
game!
The problem is, what are
Series widows going to do during
that crucial week of the
championship games'?
Don't pray for rain! That
only prolongs the Series and
makes the baseball buffs anxious
and on edge.
Don't "help" the TV set
quit playing. Your guy, the
baseball fan, will only leave your
side to find some TV that works.
World Series widows must
look forward to a week of being
ignored, except, or course,
during the inning changes. All
they can do Is sit back and be
thankful this only happens once
a year.

activities."
With a contagious smile,
Mrs. Downing quickly added ,
that "his objectivity and realistic
approach are of great value to
me when I think of ways to
expand and improve our
p rograms for the mentally
retarded.. b.e is a good 'sounding
board.'

Receives Award
Although she is truly a
"team player," with no desire
for personal recognition, Mrs.
Downing was presented in 1969
the John F. Kennedy Memorial
A ward tor Individual aid to
Kentucky's mentally retarded.
"That honor," she said wilh
modesty, "has been met?ly an
additional Inspiration to greater
effort in working to aid those
who need special education so
desperately."

Littleton ' s

SEE ALL THE LATEST AT
THE GALLERY
Just Arrived
New Shipment of Posters
Incense & Candles
Fish Net
Imported Jewelry & Belts
Great Gifts
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753-7992

11 ·5. Six Days
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Social Whirl

Fraternity pledges elect officers
officers for the fall semester.
They are Lee Orr, Warrington,
The fall pledge class of Pi
Kappa Alpha elected the Pa., president; Rick Moman,
following officers: Don Lattus, Madisonville, vice-president;
Tony White, Eli2aville, N.Y.,
Hickman, president; Scott Huff,
Paducah, vice-president; Dennis recorder; Gary Ramage,
Toon, Mayfield. secretary; Gary Paducah, comptroller; Steve
Harris, Hickman, treasurer; Skip Aiken, Dawson Springs, guard;
Bob Baar, Murray, social
Eckles, Hopkinsville,. social
chairman;
Jim Beshear, Dawson
chairman; Mike White, Murray,
Springs, scholastic chairman.
h lstorlan; Breck Cayce, ·
On Saturday October 16,
Hopkinsville, sergeant-at-arms;
Greg Englar, Frederich, Md., the pledge class will have a car
fund-raising chairman; Larry wash at the Gulf Station at five
points, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Grider, Kevil, publicity.
The price is $1.50 per car for
Big Brother Little Brother inside and out.
dance will be Friday night at
The Kappa pledge class will
"The ·Garage." Music will be sponsor a dance for the acti•e
provided by "Pappa John" from chapter on Friday, October 22.
9 :00 p.m. to 1 :00 a.m. Dress It will be a cowboys and Indians
will be semi-formal.
costume dance.
The active chapter will
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
sponsor a bottle drive Saturday,
The Kappa pledge class of October 16. For pick·up call
Sigma Phi Epsilon has elected 753-0137.

PI KAPPA ALPHA

SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Sigma Sigma Sigma social
sorority has announced that the
alumnae chapter will hold a
breakfast November 6 at 7 :30
a.m. In the sorority room. The
sorority will have the
homecoming breakfast instead
of a coffee, as was held in past
years.

KAPPA DELTA
Kappa Delta sorority
announces the addition of six
new pledges to its fall pledge
class. 'fhey are Roberta Hughes,
Cadiz; Kathy Jones, Paris. Tenn.;
Denise Riordan, Frankfort;
Linda Talley and Missy Wheeler,
Princeton ; Karen Wood.
Winchester.

LAMBDA CID ALPHA
Lambda Chi Alpha social
fraternity will hold it " Fifties
Follies" Dance rrom 8 to 12

tomorrow night at the Hopkins
Club House. Dress is early '50's
clothes.
Officers of the fall pledge
class are Danny Carroll, Murray,
president; David Fitch, Murray,
vice-president; Chuck Mueller,
Louisville, secretary; Jim Profit,
Eddyville, treasurer; and Billy
Dycus, Princeton, social
chairman.
Little Sisters ot Lambda Chi
Alpha social fraternity for
1971-72 are Ada Sue Hutson,
Rita Harris, Georgia Furgerson,
and Nancy Duguid, all ot
Murray; Sue Twomey ,
Rockland, Mass.; Mary Thomas,
Mayfield , Sally Harris,
Metropolis, Ill.
Linda Ottens, Sebree;
Nickie Nichols, Milburn; Vicki
Jo Stevens, Paris, Tenn.; Gina
Goode, Paducah; Karen Christie,
Portville, N.Y.; Ginny Melaski,
Dawson Springs; Anette Ross,
Benton, Mende Nixon, DeSota,
Mo. and Chris Moser, Louisville.

WEDDINGS
lacllie Daub (Kappa Dett.),
Owell.lboro, to Rick Sash (~ PbJ
IE&I'Iloo), Oweuaboro.

Service fraternity
selects sweetheart
The Xi Omega chapter or
Alpha Phi Omega has elected
Nancy Holland as their
Craternity sweetheart. Nancy is a
sophomore sociology major
from Murray.

ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
Alpha Gamma Delta has
added four girls to its fall pledge
class. They are Cheryl Richards
and Debbie Lovett, Hardin; Faye
Wilson, Midway; and Glenda
P'Poole, Princeton.

NANCY HOLLAND
ALPHA OMICRON PI
New fall pledges for Alpha
Omicron Pi social sorority
include Bobbie Hearin, Clay;
Bette Raque, Louisville; and
Kathy Dunning, Hampton. All
are freshmen.

I n1I ma1

PINNINGS
SUri Blaekhunt (Kappa Delta),
S&. ChariM, Mo., to Mike Hobart
(All)ba Tau Omep), hda. Tea.

PultoD~~
~~J.s~rs...:~
ltpei)oat, hria.
READY TO RUN. MemiMn of Eptilon lambda c:Np* of Pi K11PP8 Aip~M at
Mur111y State p111pare to carry me football to M.rtin. The traditional runmade Saturday from 7:45 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., with boys runnint in half-mile
intervals. The football pr.-nt.d to the c:oech on me field befo111 the
me.

Hall 1 n• Dru 11

,six••••••
,
••
t••••
11 f1ll
..ill
~tltdlt

The Gamma Delta chapter
of Phi Mu Alpha Sln!onia, a
national professional music
fraternity, recently Installed six
men as pledges. They are: Wayne
Muller, Mike Santarelli, both
from Syracuse, N.Y., D.avid
Pexton, Canastota, N.Y., Mike
Derryberry was the featured Ryan, Murray, Jim Shaw,
speaker. This meeting held every Paducah, and Charles Tedeschi,
Westerlo, N.Y.
other year was attended by Judy
Swinny, Murray, Linda Osting,
Mwray, Janie Tosh, Sturgis, all
home economic students at
Murray. Ruby Simpson,
chairman emeritus and Alice
Koenecke also attended the
meeting.
presents
Also underway Is Kappa
Omicron Phi's, the home
economic honor society, selling
of mums. The sale has started
now and will continue on until
Homecoming.

Experience emphasized
•
in ho ~ 11e economics
Murray's home economics
department, of which Alice
Koenecke is chairman, has
opend wide its doors for the
practical experience of its
students.
Taking trips to surrounding
schools by both students and
faculty have added to the
curriculum. A recent trip was
taken to Tennessee Tech. in
Cookeville, Tennessee where the
southern regional meeting of
home economics students and
teachers was held. Mrs.

LINDSEY'S
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FigureJs turning a page the only
exercise you get'? Too many
students and working women do
not find time to keep their body
In shape. By neglecting exercise,
an important physical need,
fatigue usually sets in.
Good muscle tone gained
through simple exercise will get
rid of the blahs, put color in
your skin, and give an all-over
healthy look.
Exercise will slim the thighs
that show under hotpants and
whittle the knees that bulge over
boots. You may not lose pounds

but you will lose Inches, that
will make all your clothes look
better.
It can be easy and fun to
exercise in the donn or at home.
Donnitory girls tum the halls
into a 440 track, run up and
down the stairs, and jump rope
in their rooms. Women at home
find the living room with its sort
carpet a good place to work out.
Here Is a good checklist to
begin with:
1. Get into something
comfortable
2. Be ready to put forth
some effort

Push up--slim down

:irde.

JUMPING JACKS, • fOOd -nn-up
exen:l8e, end puth-ups .,. old
ltendlys In any phytkal conditlonifttl

M.

program.

salute 'Granny"
Slip into this great-fitting stretch
boot, laced up front for that
"Granny" look. All aglow in bright
crinkle, it adds pizzaz to your
midi and gaucho costumes.
Brown
Blue
Black

Group

penicitJetion

II

velu. - . for slimming end trimmi,.
Iince It llftCOur..- en enioyllble end
,...,,. • •rciM routine.

(Save 10% with.
copy of this ~I

u-dJfiered

COOn-Cut

•••
c~de8!Jgs
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Unbelievable. College class
rings that are jewelry!
Rings so stylish, you'd wear
one for the sheer ornamentation of it. It's our antidote
to Establishment rings. On
our man's ring, you have
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And the women's rings are
feminine. Just for women.
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see t~m -;-no obligation.
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WKMS
... 91.3 on our dial
MO D
4-6
6-8

8-10
8-10

PAIGE CLEMMENS
HAROLD V. SUGGS
CURTIS HART
JAY LANDERS

4-6

MIKE CHADWELL

6-8

RICH CROSSETI'
RAY BOWMAN
KATHYCANAVAN

8-10
10-12

WEDNESDAY
4-6

MARC LUKER
MIKE WESTBROOK
GEROLD PRICE
BRUCE BECK

6.S
8-10
10.12

THURSDAY
4-6

MARSHA ROBERTS
RON CORBIN
MELVINMOORE
TOM SEVERINO

6-8

8-10
10-12

CHAPTER TO PROMOTE ART

NAEA established on campus
A new student chapter of
tbe National Art Education
Asaociatlon has been established
at Murray State, in an effort to
acquaint students interested in
art and art education, on the
elementary, secondary, and
college levels.
The NAEA plans to sponsor
grade school art shows for this
area, to better acquaint students
at MSU with the childten's
work. Organized trips are alao
planned to art museums and
exhibits In other cities.
According to Neetle Rowan,
senior elementary education
major, and president of the new
chapter, the NAEA has three
main objectives. To Identify
students with the lmportuce

TUESDAY

Fridey, October 16, 1971

and values of professional convention will be held at
participation; to establish the Murray State, In which
habit of profes s ional interested students and members
participation among students of the NAEA will participate.
who plan to teach art; and to An invitation bas been extended
promote interest and to other college art chapters and
understanding In art education. art students in Kentucky.
Other orrteers elected to the Arrangements have been made
executive board Oct. 6, were for them to stay in available
Bob Dixon , vice-president; dorm rooms and the NAEA
Emily Humphries , chapter of Murray will sponsor a
secretary-treasurer; Mike Kirk, social function Saturday night In
representative to Dean Prince, th~SUB .
School of Fine Arts; Claire
This years convention
Hampton, repreeentatlve to Dr. theme, "Art for Man's Sake,"
Plummer , chairman, art will Include a variety of exhibits
department. Richard Jackson, and a talk by Josh Andrews of
professor in the art department, Washington, D.C., landscape
sponsors the croup.
architect, working for the
On Oct. 29, 30, and 31, the federal government.
Kentucky Art Association

Symposia received ~ fairly' well

FRIDAY
4-6

JOE T AMNEY

6-8

PETE HUSSEY

8-10
10-12

UNDA RACZKOWSKI
DAN WADLINGTON

SATURDAY
BROADCASTING FROM 6-12
6-9
TED JORDON
9·12
DAN WADLINETON
WKMS 762-4661-4662
MONDAY AFTERNOON FROM 4-5
students from MURltAY .CALLOWAY
COUNTY lUGH SCHOOL
EVERY WEDNESDAY EVENING AT 6 :30
"MEN AND MOLECULES" FROM THE
AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
EVERY FRIDAY EVENING AT 8 :00
LIVE DRAMA AND COMEDY FROM SOCK & BUSKIN
THIS WEEK- "TIIE DIARY OF ADAM & EVE"
MARK TWAIN

Dr. Wayne Sheeks, chairman
of MSU's philosophy
department, labeled September's
teleology symposia "fairly well
received." Tbe three symposia,
which dealt with the doctrine of
ends or pufJK*, featured
faculty members and students as
symposiuts.

"Tbe purpose of the
"meaningful," or ''valuable," Dr.
phDosophy department is not to
Sheets noted.
'grind out majors,• but "to instill
Two other subjects are a phUosophlc attitude in the
being considered for symposia minds of students in other
during the spring: "axiology," ftelds," commented Dr. Sheeks.
which deals with values and
morals; and "ontology," which
is concerned with the nature of
reality.

" We didn ' t exude an
' everyone come' type of
attitude," explained the tall,
mustached professor, "since the
subject of the symposia was of
rather limited appeal." Despite
the limited potential Interest of
the event, several faculty
members and students
commented the symposia were

There are cunently 25·30
students majoring in pbllosophy
at MSU, and a Master of Arts
program has been proposed.
Two additional introductory
courses were added this
semester, with a total of six
Introductory courses planned for
next year due to increased
student interest, according to
the departmental head.

Jungle
&arden Ia
Hllllld Drill

WOW!
HAMBURGER IN HOT
HOMEMADE BREAD
( 4 ¢ an inch )

DIP-A-ONES
Chestnut near Capri Theatre
Delivery Service

Ph. 753-6811
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jPiacement Inter views!
The following representatives will be on campus on the dates
shown. You MUST !UTange an interview through the Placement
OffiCe, and YOUR CREDENTIALS MUST BE ON FILE. Literature
on most of the companies and school systems is on file in the
Placement Otfice; you should read it before your interview.

COLLEGE PLACEMENT COUNCIL REPORTS

Few job offers for gradUates

In its final report on the
1970-71 recruitment year, the
College Placement Cou ncil's July
Salary Survey revealed a general
OCTOBER 15
The General Tire & Rubber Company, Mayfield. Anticipate openings decline In recruitment activity
for the second year in a row.
in Prod. Mgt., Acct., sales, prod. devel., chemist. and eng.
M a s t e r s o f B u s in ess
Administration job offers were
OCTOBER18
up 1.5 percent while Bachelor
General Electric, Owensboro. All interested students.
offers fell 51 percent from the
1969-70 figure.
OCTOBER19
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company. Sales positions.

S alaries, despite strong
inflation during the period,
remained stable. Tbe highest
salary offers were to those with
technical undergraduate degrees,
averaging $1,111 per month.
Ho lders o f n on-t ec h nical
undergraduate degrees averaged
$1,044 per month.
T he survey further revealed
that consulting organizations led

the orters with an average salary
or $1,238 per month to those
with technical undergraduate
degrees. Automotive, petroleum,
glass packaging, and electron ics
followed respectively.
Fo r graduates with
non-technical degrees, consulting
organizations also led the o(fers
with an average starting salary of
$1,104 per month.

OCTOBER20
Department of personnel, Frankfort. Students interested in state or
government positions.

OCTOBER 21
Ernst & Ernst, Louisville. Accounting majors.

OCTOBER 22
School of Business, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale.
Student$ interested in the MBA program at SIU.

CENTRAL

9 a.m. to 9 p.m.

SHOPPING

Mon -Sat

CENTER

Sunday 1 - &p.m.

OCTOBER 27
Regional Administrator or National Banks, Cleveland, Ohio. All
interested students.
State Farm Insurance Companies, Murfreesboro, Tennessee. All
interested students.

OCTOBER28
Haskins & Sells, Memphis, Tennessee. Accounting majors.

DECA to begin in Nov.;
w i I1 aid Murray High
A collegiate division of the
Distributive Education Clubs of
America should be established in
Murray by November, according
to Dr. Alberta Chapman. The
club, known as DECA, ls to be
coordinated with the
Distributive Education program.
" Freshmen, who might be
interes ted in a career in
Distributive Education and are
not yet eligible to begin the
actual courses, will greatly
benefit by membership in
DECA," Dr. Chapman said.

Ret ired teacher
to speak to ACE
Mavis McCamish, retired
first grade teacher from the
University School, wlll speak at
the Association for Childhood
Education meeting Tuesday at
6:30 p.m. In room 154 of the
Education Bid,.
Miss McCamish will give
advise to beginning teachers
during her talk.
A group photo of ACE
members will be taken for the
Shield yearbook also Tuesday
night.
Prospective members are
urged to attend the meeting.
Membership dues' of $6.50 for
the year may be paid at this
time. The organization is open
to all students interested in
working with children.

INCLUDES

"Not only will their work in the
organization be helpful in later
classes, bu L those who are
uncertain of a continued interest
in the field will have an
opportunity to find their
answer."
Chapman stressed that all
Students interested in an a~ or
major in Distributive Education
should contact her office for
information concerning DECA.
"Our primary purpose this
first year will be to work with
Murray High School DECA
division," Chapman concluded.

Services held for wife
of Dr. Wesl .;j Kemp e ~
Mrs. Kathleen Robertson
Kemper, wife of Dr. C. Wesley
Kemper, assistant professor in
the department of biology, died
on Friday, October 8 at the
Murray Hospital following an
extended illness.
Graveside services for Mrs.
Kemper were held at the Murray
City Cemetery on Sunday.
Survivors are her husband,
Dr. C. Wesley Kemper; her
father, Elias Robertson of
Murray; and three daughters,
Kristie Anne Kemper of
Nashville, Andrea Kaye, a
student at MSU, and Barbara

Popular Brand Solid State Stereo
8 T rac k solid state s t er eo t ape
pla yer - AM-FM Multiplex radio,
black ligh t dial and two woodgrain
speakers.

REG. $129.95

$88

PRICES GOOD

OCT. 15-16-17

Jean Kemper of Murray.
In lieu of flowers the family
requested that donations be
made to the Cancer Research
Fund. The donations will be
taken at the 1st United
Methodist Church where Mrs.
Kemper was a member.

A SSORTED

LADIES

WASH
CLOTHS

PANTY
HOSE

Circle K to promote
university clean up

Prints, Solids
In Cotton Terry
and Velour

Love ly
Shades

The Circle K Club of MSU
bas planned a series of clean up
days lor the fall semester. The
Ci rst will be on Saturday,
October 16 at 1 p.m. in the
White Hall Parking Lot.
The club holds meetings on
Monday nights, 7:15 p.m. in the
Blackburn Science Bldg. room
248 . A nyone interested in
joining the club is cordially
invited to the meetings. Circle K
is the college branch of Kiwanis
International.

Reg.
2 pr. $ 1

STOC K UP NO W!

38¢

4---

SHO WER CAPS
Assorted Colors
Reg.
87 cents

2/$1

SAVE
74 cents

Tabu
Holland Drugs

7~

oz.--Reg. 77 cents

SUAVE
SHAMPCJO
CRElv1 E RINSE
16 oz. Reg. 62 cents
YOUR
CHOICE

2 $1

2/$1

SAVE
40 cents

Co mpare
At$4.57

BODY
POWDER

10 oz. Box
CHOC.
'Reg. 57 cents
COVERED
CHERRIES
FLASH CUBES
Reg. $1 .17

\umlwr I Oft

Shower to Shower

3 CUBES
12 FLASHES

,.,. ,s
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PROGRAM HELPS MALE FRESHMEN

alendar of Events Dormitory system successful
TODAY
Deadline for student loan applications.
"King Kong", Student Government sponsored movie, 7:30 p.m.
University School Auditorium, 50 cents.
Racer golf, WSM intercollegiate GoH Tournament Chapel ·Hill,
Tenn.
'

SATURDAY, OCT. 16
Racer football, Murray vs Middle Tenn., 2 p.m., Murfreesboro, 'fenn.
Cross Country Track., Western Ky. Invitational, Bowling Green.
Rlne Match, Murray vs Western, Bowling Green.
Soccer Match, Murray vs Morehead at Morehead.
AC'r Test, 8 a.m., SUB Ballroom.
Law School Admission Test, 8:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m., room 454
Education Bldg.
MAT Test, 9 :00 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1 p.m., rooms 652 and 663
Education Bldg.
Circle K Clean Up Day, 1 p.m., White Hall parking lot.

SUNDAY, OCT. 17
Miss MSU preliminaries, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., University School
Auditorium.
"Exploring Superstar", contemporary worship service, 11 a.m. First
United Methodist Church, Murray.
'
Two MSU students, Michael Kirk, Louisville, and John Lovins,
Murray, will teach dyeing and macrame at the 33rd Fall Open house
of Lou ~ate's Little Loomhouse, 328 Kenwood Rd., Louisville, 2
p.m. unttl dark.

MONDAY, OCT. 18

•

Circle K meeting, 7 :15p.m., room 248 Blackburn Science Bldg.
Shield Pictures, 8 :30a.m. until 4 :30p.m., Monday through Friday
sign up in SUB Lobby.
'

TUESDAY, OCT. 19
Faculty meeting, 3 :30 p .m., University School Auditorium.
ACE meeting, 6:30p.m., room 154 Education Bldg.

WEDNES DAY, OCT. 20
UCM Luncheon, 12:30 p.m., United Campus Ministry. Lecture by
George Braithwaite, member of U.S. Table Tennis Team which
visited Red China, 8 p.m., University School Auditorium, Cree.
Student Council meeting, 6 p.m., 6th floor Education Bldg.
Freshman cheerleadlng tryouts, 6:30 p.m., women's gym, Carr
Health Bldg.

TIIURSDAY, OCT. 2 1

.

Dr. Frank Tullis will speak on obesity and incurable diseases 2 p m
Nursing Bldg. Auditorium.
'
· .,

*

>:-

"'~':,-¥..

.,.

Early Indications show that
the new freshmen dormitorv
system in the men's residence
halls Is successful. John Yates,
as.c;lstant to the dean of men,
stated "At this time we are very
encouraged about the program
and its possibilities. Both the
freshmen residents and the
resident advisen; have taken to
the new system and have
cooperated diligently to make
the program a success."
The program, started this
ft'all, offers first semester male

Not only has the program
proved an advantage for
heshmen residents, but
upperclassmen living in Hart,
White and Spri nger Halls report
that an entirely new atmosphere
has been created in the
upperclass halls.

Two new biology classes added
Dr. Hunter Hancock,
chairman of the department or
biological sciences, reports two
curriculum changes in the
department this semester. A
course in riShery management is
now offered on the graduate
level, and a class in protozology
Is being offered for the first
time.
Bio logy 601, fishery
management, will Involve areas
fro m " pu bile relations to
p o pu lations of fishes and
everything In-between," explains
Morgan E. S is k , cou rse
instructor. He added th at even
Instructions on the use of small
boats wtll be Included In the
class.
The course is designed as
preparatlonfor work in fishery
biology for either govern ment or
private organizations. A ~or
consideration of the study will
b e tec hn iques in the
determination and control of
fish populations.

Biology 508, protozoalogy
is introduced as a study of
one-celled animals. The
instructor, Dr. Charles Smith
relates that the course "will b~
concerned with the study or

both free and parasitic
organisms." It is expected to be
of special interest to pre-med
majors as various
disease-carrying organisms are a
part of the course of study.

•
New courses to be g•ven
by Amatuer Radio Club
The Amatuer Radio Club Is
radiating a wave of courses for
those interested in learning the
concepts and techniques of
being a ham radio operator.
William Call, the president
of the club, said that they wUI
offer classes in both Morse code
and electronic instruction. T he
basic class is a novice course
which enables those Interested
to obtain a learners license. Then
there are general and advanced

classes offered in which one can
also obtain a license.
The Amatuer Radio Club
meets on thE> second Wednesday
of each month.
There Is also an infonnal
meeting held on the fourth of
each month called an "eyeball
QSO . " QSO is the bam
abbreviation Cor conversation.
The purpose of this meeting Is to
allow the ham operators to meet
·face to face and discuss different
aspects of the field.

Prices Good Through Next Tueaday

NOW O PEN 24 HR S. MON. THRU SAT. CLOSED SUN.

****

IGA

strained

Bananas
9¢,b.

with residence hall life. This
informal orientation was
designed to help the freshmen
get started in the right direction
toward their pursuit of a college
education.

freshmen an opportunity to
identify with a small group of
peers. Each group is under the
guidance of a resident adviser,
and an upperclassman or
graduate student trained In
helping skills in a training
program conducted by the
department of , guidance and
counseling at MSU.
During registration, the
resident advisers worked closely
with the students to orient them
to the campus, assist them with
registration, and acquaint them

Gerbers
Baby Food

Pot Pies
each

IGA

19C

US Choice

Bread

Heart Cherries

Rib Steak

25C

20 oz. loaf

303 can

Lean Pork
Steaks

Matchless· Bacon
lb.

49C

Frosty Acres
French Fries
29C
1Yz tb.

25C

99Cib.
Family Pack

r

lb.

49C

White Seedless

Cut-Up Fryers

Grape·s

25C

lb.

19C
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1.76

1.10
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2.05
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Welcome,
Thoroughbred Jac poll

WINNER LAST WEEK!
Lee Crump
49A Riviera Cts.
Murray, Ky.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

KROGER ENTRY BLANK
Kroger welcomes you to Murray, or " back-to-Murray," as1he cate may be...wi1h a chance
to pick up $60.00 cash, just to get 1his l8mester off to a good surt. No purchase is

N~E---------------

required ...use the handy entry form here, or get one at Kroger when you're 1here. Contest

ADDRESS - - - - - - -

is especially and only for Students and

Schoof

SUff at Murray SUte. Drawing on

Thursday, Oct. 21 and winner to be notified. No need to be present to win.

PHONE _ _ __
WINNER NOTIFIED

-==~~~~~~:=II"Family Pak"

BACON

NO PURCHASE R

U. S. Choice Tenderay

59¢ BOSTON
R0 LL R0 A ST 98<::
HAMBURGER$1.99
12
FRYER BREASTib.59<:; SAUSAGE · oz. 69<:;
LEG s 49
BOLOGNA
59¢
lb.

Country Club

3 • lb. pkg.

lb.

Ky.Farm

3 to 5 ·lb.

lb.

¢

Kroger Jumbo

.

by the piece

lb.

Shenandoah
Kroger

SUGAR

10 lb. bag

$1.09
at.

TURKEY
pEELED
SHRIMP

all white

P~_rf~.st

$2.49

Sea-Way Headless
5 - lb. box$4.99

57¢

BREAD

r

lb.29¢

Mei-0-Soft
Washed Red

20 · lb. bag.

POTATOES

99¢

-;

-

P~g~18
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Racers begin practicing
for up· coming season;
squad down to nine
ByTOMCHADV
Sports Editor

Even though basketball
season is over a month and a half
away and the team has just
lnitiated practice, the upcoming
season is a common conversation
piece.
The Ohio Valley Conference
sbould provide some of the
toughest and most
explosive·packed teams in years.
There is, however, one exception
according to Coach Luther.
"Eastern has four returning
starters and will add a freshman
guard which was the top player
in the state and is tremendous.
They will be the head and
shoulders or the league," he said.
The five Eastern standouts
include All-Conference
selections Bryant and Mitchell,
another outstanding guard in
Burton with talented center
Aragabril(ht and freshman
Brooks.
Althoul(h Coach Luther
kept reassuring that Eastern is in
a class or its own, he cited
Western, Morehead, and East
Tennessee as also sporting
excellent ball clubs.
He was quick to add,
however, that Austin Peay has
assembled its best team ever
including the one which upset
Western and other top teams last
year.
Both Tennessee Tech and
Middle Tennessee will also bold
their own with each returning
several outstanding letterman
and freshman prospects.
"Outside of Eastern, It will
be the team which can win on
the road," continued Luther. " It
will be a real dog fight. It would
definitely be the most evenly
balanced race ever except
nobody has four returning
letterman and a fifth addition
like Eastern. They are big
physically. They should be a
nationally ranked club by the
end of the season."
As for where Murray
stands in all this, Luther said,
"We will be hurting because of a
lack or depth and the number of

young people. We are down to
nine now. Most clubs average
around 12 or 13 and some as
many as 15."
''The loss or (Steve) Bowers
was a tremendous blow. It really
hurt us. We were counting on
him a lot. I hope he returns in
time for some of our conference
contests."
Bowers will miss about half
the season due to an knee
operation last week. Bowers led
the undefeated rreshman team in
scoring and shooting percentage.
The team will be anchored
by returning starters Les Taylor
and Ron WUliams. Taylor was
Sophomore-of-the-Year and
proved to be one or the top
forwards in the league.
Williams, along with Jimmy
Young, captained the Racers to
a second place tie with a strong
finishing Eastern.
Another returning lettennan
which figures to play an
Important role this year is Bill
Mancini. "Mancini was an
outstanding sixth-man and
definitely the best sixth man in
the conference," noted Luther.
"He has more experience than
any of the otyer players except
for Taylor and Williams. He has
also waited long enou~h for a
starting position."
Will Lutter and Marcelous
Starks wlll be tying for top spot
at the pivot. "Lutter is the most
improved player Without a
question. He will play a lot of
ball,'' said Luther, "however,
Starks Is a better offensive
player. Right now it looks like
Starks will start."
Steve Barrett, another
outstanding guard orr last year's
freshman team, appears to have
the nod for the other starting
guard spot. Barrett is a fine ball
handler and good captain.
Mark House, also off the
freshman team, "tor his size
moves better and has speed. He
is a great hustler, and has good
ability overall. He will make it
tough on some for a bid at a
starting position."
(cont. on p~g~19l

COLLEGE SHOP
across from MSU library

Just Arrived!
New Shipment of
suits, sportcoats
We have a nice slection of shirts
and ties, as well as shoes by Jarman,
and Bostonian to compliment that
'
new sutt or sportcoat!

-

JIM·M Y BRANDON
GEORGE SMILEY
Say come by and see them!

THE MURRAY STATE vanity "-ketb..l~qued for the
1971·72 seeson begen pr.ctic;e today. On the top row
from l.tt to ritht they ere: Bob Herriford, M..-k Hou•.
Will Lutter, M•c:.roua Starks, end Rey Shell. The middle

row: Head Co.:h Cat Luth«, Bill Menc;ini, Steve Brown,
Les Teylor, Steve Bower1, end Assist. Coac:h Fred
Overton. The bottom row: Steve Berrett. Everett Teytor,
Ron Willilms, Ric:k Welsmtn, end L•rv Bumlhm.

The Murray State Wrestling
Club will begin practice Monday,
Oct. 18. The club will meet on
Mondays and Thursdays at 6:30
p.m. upstairs in the Carr He:llth
Bldg. Anyone interested in
joining should come by Monday
6-3; and Elsie Cohen skipped or call Bill Keeney at 767-4612.
past Susie Shoup 6-2, 6-4.

TWO MATCHES REMAINING

Coeds beat IU in tennis
The Murray State girl's
tennis team Improved Its season
mark to 2·1 by shutting out
I ndlana University 9-0 last
Saturday in Bloomington.
In singles competition,
Lolus Holmes defeated Chris
Boughman 6-0, 6-4; Patsy
Beauchamp beat Jane
Christopherson 6·2, 6-1; Jo Salee
outlasted Cathy Cordes 7-6, 6-3,
June Thorton won over Margaret
Neal 6·1, 6-3; Debbie Cole
triumphed over Pam Nagle 6-3,

Holmes and Beauchmamp
teamed up to whip Boughman
and Shoup 6-1:6-2. Salee and
Thornton combined to oust
Chrtstopherson and Cordes 7·5,
6-3. In the day's final contest,
Cohen and Jackie Vogt provided
the sweep beating Nagle and
Nea16-4, 6-3.
The girls's team, coached by
Anita Graham, bas two matches
remaining.

Hea.ven
scent
Holland Drill

FRATERNITY AND
SORORITY JEWELRY
inclu.d ing
paddles, lavveliers, plaques,
pin boxes and wooden gift paddles
W e also special order
fraternity and sorority badges,
guards for badges, jeweled and plain
Come in and see our fine
selection of frate rnity and Sorority jewelry~-

W allace's· Book Store

,...,9
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MSU OFFENSE FUMBLES AGAI N

Racers extend slump to three,
defeated by UT at Martin 41-0
by Tom Chady

Sporu Editor

NATE HOLMES (24 ln dark j-y), tiptoes down 1he sOdeline in UT Martin's
seeson's opener -valnst Middle Tenn-. The leading rusher for the Pecers,
Homles rushed for 83 yards in 19 urries •inst the Racers last week, while
the Pacers as a team accounted for 237 yards on the •ounci. Holmes also dtd
damage as he scored two touchdowns against the Racers Injury-ridden defense.

MSU netters capture
Cape Girardeau Open
Ollie Karviala, showing the 6-3, 6·3 defeat
rorm that made him prominent
In other singles action
in 0 hio Valley Conference junior-college transfer Buddy
tennis, captured the Cape Carollo lost his first-round
Girardeau (Mo.) Open with a match to Lewis Smith 6-4 , 6-4.
6-4 , 6·3 victory over teammate
FreShman Ross Boling beat
Mikko Horsma.
Keith Cross 6-4, 6-3 in the first
Karviala reached the finals round, while losing in the second
by beating ~urray's Juha round to eventual winner
Niittyvirt.a 6-4, 6-4 , while Karviala 7-5, 7-9,6-2.
No more • matches are
Horsma defeated Racer Peter
Hay 6·2, 6-4 to gain a finaJ scheduled for the Racers this
fall, but Coach Bennie Purcell's
berth.
In the doubles competition charges will continue to practice
Karv I ala and Nilttyvirta daily in hopes of capturing the
combined for the championship elusive OVC tennis
handing Lhe Horsma-Hay duo a championship.

Basketball practice begins ...
(cont. from page 181

"Steve Brown will also see
a lot of action," said Luther.
"He is one or our best shooters.
He had some problems with
defense and ball handling last
year following a motorcycle
accident the summer before, but
he is fully recovered now."
"Rick Weisman was brought
up from the freshman team to
aid us in number and at the
guard position. He, however,
played forward last year and
du ring high school."
A new addition to the team
is Everett Taylor. Taylor played

high school ball at Ohio County.
He was the leading scorer at
Texas Tech on the freshman
squad. He transferred after one
year.
"Taylor, could be of help to
us when he gets back in shape,"
said Luther. Taylor set out last
season in order to be eligible this

The Murray State Racers
continued to have their
problems as the University of
Tennessee at Martin sent them
back home with a humiliating
41-0 loss.
The Racer offense extended
its slump to three games which
was matched against one of the
top defenses in the South. The
Cirst offensive squad had now
gone three contests without a
touchdown.
The injury-ridden defense,
meanwhile, had Its hands full in
trying to contain the explosive
Pacer attack. The defense was
hindt>red however in that four of
Martin's six tallies were results
or Murray offensive errors.
Arter the ball had
exchanged hands several times in
the opening period, Stan Watts
attempted to put Murray on top
with a 64-yard field goal try.
The boot, however, fell short as
the quarter ended.
A few minutes later,
freshman kicker Dennis Myers
retrieved a high snap from center
buL was tackled on his own five
yard line. After a three yard Joss,
UT's West ran it In from the
eight yard line to post a 7-0 lead.
In the ne.xt series of plays,
Martin obtained possession of
the football on Murray's 42. It
took the Pacers only eight plays
before Holmes marched in from
the four.
Trailing 14-0 at half, the
Racers appeared doomed, but
the worst was still to come.
On the first play from
scrimmage after intermission,
George Greenfteld mishandled
the ball on the Murray 20.
Again it was West scoring
from the two.
Martin's Jones got into the
act by grabbing a Tom Pandolfi
pass and racing 72 yards to
increase the score to 27-0.
Another Murray mistake led
to Martln's first tally in the final

stanza as weli. Crangle blocked blocked. The defense, on the
Myers punt giving the Pacers the other hand, forced three Pacer
ball on Murray's 15. Holmes .f umbles but Murray could not
took the ball ln from the five for cash ln.
his second score of the
The loss left Murray 1·3 on
afternoon.
the season, however they
The final touchdown came remained at 0-2 in the
with 37 seconds left in the game conference. The series between
when Witten hauled In Lowe the two schools is now tied with
pass for the score.
four wins apiece and one tie.
The Pacers grounded out
237 yards rushing compared to
Murray's 48. Martin completed
ftve of eight passes for 80 yards
while Murray netted slx or 16
for 74 yards.
The Racers, however still
Adults $1.00
being plagued by vast numbers
of enors, fumbled the ball three
Tonite Thru Tues.
times, had two passes
intercepted, and had two punts
It's science fact!

Greek le~TUe e nd!"
with tie f or fir~t
in W ODJCD '~ so ftlJa/1
Just Us and co-holders
Alpha Sigma Alpha and Kappa
Delta posted first place titles In
women's intramural softball In
the independent and Greek
leagues respectively.
Just Us was followed by the
Pacesetters and C.O. Jones both
or which tied for second. The
rest or the teams, Gentle Giants,
Deli's Kids, W.D.O.A., Odds and
Ends, and the Baptist Student
Union, finished from fourth to
eighth respectively.
Alpha Omicron Pi finished
third in the Panhcllenic divisfon
behind co-leaders Alpha Sigma
Alpha and Kappa Delta. Sigma
Sigma Sigma and Alpha Delta Pi
rounded out the league tied for
fourth.

For sale
Stereo tape player
12 volt· 8 track
4 speakers, all wiring
Excellent sound Ph. 763·2590

99¢ ADULTS
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David Wolper's
fantastic story of the
incredible world of
the insects.
Late Show
Fre. & Sat. 11 :30 p.m.

SIClET

PLACEI

SICIET

THIEl®

I~

season.

a verY.;

Coach Luther concluded by
saylng," Our opening four games
will tell us what we wUI do in
the league. We play Morehead
and Eastern at home and then
face Tech and East Tenn. away.
The fll'St two weeks will tell the
story."

strange film

Wishing W ell Gift Shop

Hlway 121 So. In city

Open 7 · start 7;30

tn Western Auto

®

Tonite & Sat.

tor lad'" and g;,.;tNimen over 18

POSTERS

'

I

Don't Miss It!

BLACK LIGHTS
STROBE LIGHTS
DR YED FLOWERS
(All Kinds)

·--

8t
SCREAM OF THE
DEMON LOVER

PLUS
2 SHort Subjects
Nitllly 7:46. 8: 30

Plus 2: 15 Sat. • Sun.

Show. Nit.ty 8 :00

St.ruWed.

.

RYAN'S DAUGHTER

GP

SENSUOUS WOMAN

" THE VELVET VAMPIRE"

X

Sun. t hru Wed.
"WERE WOLF ON WHEE
&
"SIMON'
KING OF W1TCHES"

-

-
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Murray State New$

I ndependent football hegins
The independent rtag
football league finally got under
way Tuesday with three games
being played.
I n the first game the
Strikeouts shut-out the Vets
Club 12-0. Ed Parrish scored the
Strikeout's fLrSt touchdown
when he took a 20 yard Micky
Holland pass. 'l'he extra point
attempt failed.
Jerry Weaver accounted for
the game's other score as he
scampered 15 yards for the
six-pointer. Again the extTa
point attempt was missed.
The Cotton Club crushed
BSU 21·0 in the second game of
the afternoon as quarterback Bill
Keeney led the Cotton Club's
offense.
The strong defense of the
Cotton Club, however, scored
the first points for the boys
from down south, as they caught
BSU's quarterback in the end
zone for a safety.
Denny Potts put the Cotton
Club out in front by eight points
as he sped 45 yards with an
intercepted pass. The extra point
attempt failed .
Dave Rector , slashing
through the BSU defense,
lengthened the Cotton Club lead
to 14 points by rambling 40
yards. Potts tacked on the extra
point with a pass from Keeney.
The Cotton Club's final
score came on a 35 yard run by
the triple-threat Keeney. The
extra point attempt was no
good.
In a hard fought, extremely
exciting battle, White Hall held
off a late rally to defeat the
Outsiders 13-7.

on the scoreboard quicldy by
taking a 20 yard pass from Russ
Walters. Sisco also accounted ror
the extta points as he took a
pass from quarterback Roger
Cross.
White Hall jumped to a 13-0
lead when Reggie McCubbin
hauled In another pass from
Walters, this one being from 25
yards out. The extra point

ATO's remain undefeated ;
Pikes upset Tekes 20-13

The second week of Greek
flag football was highlighted by
Alpha Tau Omega' and Pi Kappa
Alpha.
Alpha Tau Omega gained
first place by smashing Sigma
Chi 13-2. Ed Young scored tirst
for A'fO as he scampered 25
yards around the right end.
Quarterback Tom Severino
notched the extra point on a
keeper.
Rick Garman scored ATO's
final touchdown, taking a 35
yard pass from Severino. The
stout defense of ATO held
Sigma Chi scoreless until late in
the game when Severino,
dropping back to pass, had the
ball knocked out of his hand.
Sigma Chi's alert defense
recovered the ball In the end
zone for a safety.
Pi Kappa Alpha handed Tau
Kappa Epsilon its first league
loss in tmee years, beating the
Tekes 20-13.
Brett Sisco put White Hall
David Haas scored first for

Greek footba 11 schedule
date
10/14

time
4p.m.

10/14

5 p.m.
6 p.m.

10/14
10/18
10/18
10/18
10/21
10/21
10/21
10/25
10/25
10/25
10/28

10/28
10/28

4p.m.
5p.m.
6p.m.
4p.m.
5 p.m.
6 p.m.
4p.m.
5p.m.
6 p.m.
4p.m.
6 p.m.
6p.m.

attempt was knocked down· by
George Radford.
The Outsiders bounced back
as LeeRoy McGinnis hit Don
Owens on a 25 yard scoring pass.
McGinnis scrambled into the end
zone for the extra point, and the
game's final score.
The contest ended with the
Outsiders threatening to score,
but time ran out.

teams
Sigma Chi vs. Tau Kappa Epsilon
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Kappa Alpha
Pi Kappa Alpha vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Chi vs. Kappa Alpha
Tau Kappa Epsilon vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Tau Omega vs. Lambda Chi Alpha
Kappa Alpha vs. Sigma Phi Epsilon
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Tau Kappa Epsilon
Pi Kappa Alpha vs. Alpha Tau Omega
Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Sigma Chi
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Pi Kappa Alpha
Alpha Tau Omega vs. Kappa Alpha
Alpha Tau Omega vs. Tau Kappa Epsilon
Kappa Alpha vs. Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Chi vs. Lambda Chi Alpha

the Pikes as he hauled in a 15
yard scoring pass from
quarterback Mike Hogan.
Johnny Bacon tacked on the
extra point by sweeping around
right end.
Bacon put the Pikes on top
by 14 points, taking a short pass
From Hogan for the six-pointer.
Bacon again sweeped around
right end for the extra point.
The touchdown was set up by a
60 yard pass from Hogan to
Steve Belote.
The Tekes bounced back
with two touchdowns by Tom
Eisenmann. Eisenmann's first MAX OMAR, Pi Kappa Alpha center, grimaces IS he prepares to lower the
"score came on a 20 yard boom on a Sigma Chi defen~ivelineman lest week. Alpha Tau Omega leads the
.
Greek flag football league wrth a 2·0 record.
scamper. E tsenmann a 1so
accounted for the extra point. ' when he scampered over on a
Eisenmann then rambled 60 short sweep.
yards with a pass interception to
Rick Cotter put Lambda
bring the Tekes to within one Chi in command or the game at
point of the Pikes. The extra 14:-0 with a 40 yard touchdown
point attempt was stopped run. Blankenship again scored
short.
the extra point gliding in on the
ll.
L a m b d a C hi A I ph a same play as before.
combined explosive offense and
The defense put Lambda
tough defense in their 21-0 rout Chi's final touchdown on the
or Sigma Phi Epsilon.
scoreboard as Gary Peak
Mark Blankenship opened rambled 65 yards with a pass
the scoring for Lambda Chi with interception. Cotter scored the
a 25 yard romp. He also extra point on a plunge up the
accounted for the extra point middle .

-
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ChantillY
H0Ill I d DrIll

Just Arrived-Levi Den1m Shirts£ Vests
New Supply of Male Fancy Jeans
With Button Fly & Patch Pockets

O YSTERS
SHRIMP
SCALLOPS

Our Pants Fit Males£ Females
Equally Well

ALL KINDS OF SEAFOOD,
STEAKS, AND FROGLEGS.

Come Out to the Kitchen
For a Delicious change of
Pace. Eat Seafood for
Health and Enjoyment.

HAll You Can Eat''
At Prices You Can Afford
CAPTAIN'S

...

PANTS 'N .THINGS
1303 Chestnut

KITCHEN

'All Items for Carry-out'

HWY 641

of

Full Supply
Levi Bell Bottom Jeans

753-4141

Mon.-Fri.
Noon til 8 p.m.

Sat.
10a.m. til 6p.m.

...
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READ THE
MURRAY STATE NEWS
FOR ALL THE LATEST SPORTS HAPPENINGS
STARKS
HARDWARE

G
I
F
T

s

H
0

p

1- NEBRASKA
2-0KLAHOMA
3--MlCHIGAN

12th & Poplar

EARLY
BIRD
OIL CO.
Highest Q uality

Lowest Prices
in Town

11- PENN STATE
12-ARKANSAS
13-STANFORD
14-0HIO STATE
15-WASHINGTON

6-TEXAS
7-GEORGlA
I-AUBURN

~LABAMA

~OLORADO

5-NOTRE DAME

10--L.S.U.

Saturday, Oct. 1~Major Colle1es
Air For~
Alabama
Arizona State
Auburn
Bowlin& Green
Bri&ham Younc
California
Cincinnati
Clemson
Cornell
Dartmouth
Dayton
Delaware
Duke
El Paso
florida State
Furman
Georgia
Holy Cron
••Houston
Idaho
Iowa State
L.S.U.
Louisvll~

FO R ALL
OCCASIONS

TABERS BODY

The Harmon Football Forecast

••Miami, Fla.
Michigan
Michigan State
Minnesota
Mississippi
Mississippi State
Nebraska
New Mexico
Northern Illinois
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Ohio U
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State
Pennsyhtanla
Penn State
PI'Hbytarian
Princeton
Purdue
Rice
Richmond
San Dieao State
Soulh Carolina
Stanford
Temple
reus
T.C.U.
Texas Tech
Toledo
Tulane
Tulsa
U.C.L.A.
Utah
Utah State
Washington
W11$t Vir&inla
William & Mary
Yale

24
31

28
27

20

11
27
27
20

25
31
20

35

30
17
21
17
29
20
24
20
20
41
34
33
42
17
31
26
24
34
25
27
27
35
24
29
22

21
30
22
21
22
22
24
28
26
21
25

27
24
24
25
27
27
14
21
28
30
38

24
21

Anny
Tennessee
Oreaon State
Geor&ia Tech
Kent State
Wyomin&
Washincton State
Wichita
Virainla
Harvard
Brown
Marshall
Rutaers
No. Carolina State
New Mexico State
Florida
Davidson
Vanderbilt
Boston U
Villano¥8
Pacific
Kanus State
Kentucky
North Texas
Navy
Illinois
Wisconsin
Iowa
So. Mississippi
Lamar
Kansas
San Jose State
West Texas
North Carolina
Indiana
Miami (Ohio)
Colorado
Missouri
Lafayette
Syracuse
The Citadel
Colpte
Northwestern
S.M.U.
V.M.I.
Santa Barbara
Maryland
South'n California
X11vier
Ark•nsas
Texas A & M
Boston College
'Western Mlchipn
Pil1sbur&h
Wake Forest
Arizona
Colorado State
Memphis State
Oregon
East Carohna
V.P.I.
Columbia

Other Games-East
10
13

14
10

7

1S
17
6
10
13
0
16
6

7
14
9
7
0

15
7
12
17

0
7
7
6
10
17
20
6
7
14
21
7
7
23
17
17
7
7
21
20
14
10
12
6
13
13
7

24
16
20
17
16
15
6
0
22
20
7

23
14

Other Games- South and Southwest
Arkansas AM & N
Bucknell
Chattanooga
East Texas
Elon
Florence
Glenville
Hampden-'Sydney
Jacksonville
Lenoir·Rhyne
Louisiana Tech
Martin
McNeese
Middle Tennessee
Millsaps
Morehead
NW Louisiana
Randolph-Macon
Salem
Samford
sw Louisiana
.sw Texas
Southwestern, Tenn.
State Coli. Arkansas
Texas A & I
T~xas Lutheran
Tnnity
West Va. Tech
Western Carolina
Western Kentucky
Wolford

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

20

31
23
27
22
21
15
21
26
32

21

2l
28
28

21
33
15

16

25
25
24
27
20
20
21
30
20
22
26
27
28

Ouachita
Washington & Lee
East Tennessee
McMurry
Carson·Newman
Henderson
Bluefield
Weatern Maryland
Troy
Guilford
Arkansas State
Austin Peay
NE Louisiana
Murray
Emory & Henry
Fairmont
Delta Stile
Maryville
West Va. Wesleyan
Gardner-Webb
Alii ncton
.s F Auslin
Towson
Arkansas Tech
Sui Ross
St. Mary's
SE LOUISiana
Concord
Mississippi Collep
Tennessee Tech
Newberry

SHOP, INC

16-PURDUE
17- TENNESSEE
18--ARIZONA STATE
11-DUKE
20-FLORIDA STATE

19
6
20
13
20
12
14
13

All red
28
American lnterna'al 33
Central Connecticut 36
Coast Guard
24
Cortland
17
Delaware Valley
21
Edinboro
24
27
Lehl&h
Maine
22
Masuchusetts
27
Midd lebury
27
Montclair
20
Muhlenbera
19
New Hampshire
24
21
Mortheastern
Rochester
27
St. Lawrence
30
Slippery Rock
26
Southern Connecticut 23
14
Su$Quehanna
Waaner
21
Wesleyan
21
West Chester
40
15
Wilkes
Williams
21

7
6

7

20
7
6
7

o

13
21

7

13
17
6

o

16
1
0
14
20

12
0
0

24 HOUR

15
7
15
13
0

21

13
6
18
7
14
12
17
6
13

7
7
14
7
0

14
16

WRECKERSERVICE

.•----..

Other Games-Midwest
Adrian
Akron
Alma
Ashland
Auaustana, 111.
Baker
Baldwin-Wallace
Certhap
Central Missouri
Central Oklahoma
Cantral State, Ohio

Coe

Concordia, Minn
Cul,.r·Stockton
Duluth
Eastern Michlpn
Ev1nsville
frankhn
Graealand
Hanover
Hiram
Hofstra
Indiana State, Ind.
Indiana u., Pa.
Lanpton
Michipn Tech
Mtlwaukee
Missouri Velley
Monmouth
Mt. Union
Nebraska Wesleyen
NE Oklahoma
NW OklahOma
Ohio Westayen
Principia
Rolle
southern llliinois
sw Oklahoma
Tampa
'Neshinaton, Mo.
Weshincton & Jett·son
Western Illinois
Wittenberg

24

27
21
20
20
14
29
22
24
22
21
21
23
11
20
27
20

14
21
21
19
22
24
27
15
45
32

29
26
17
20
21
28
16
14
23
23
27
31
18
25
25
31

Albion
Northern Michipn
Kalamazoo
Hillsdale
Wheaton
College of Emporia
Kenyon
'
Millikin
SW Miasourl
Cameron
Defiance
Beloit
Maealester
Illinois Colleae
St. Thomes
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
Indiana Central
Tarkio
Rose-Hulman
Otterbein
Wayne, Mich.
Illinois State
Northwood
SE Oklahoma
Winona
•
Chieaao Circle
Central Method1st
Cornell , Iowa
Heidelbera
Bethei,Kansas
E. Central Oklahome
Panhandle
Muskinaum
Concordia , Ill.
NW Mi$SOUrt
Ball State
Eastern New Mex1co
Drake
Wabash
Case-Western
Youngstown
Findlay

Cal Lutheran
Cal Poly (Pomona)
Central Washincton
Chico State
Claremont
Colorado Western
Oa~tis

Fresno State
Hawaii
Hayward
Humboldt
Lone Beach
Nevada (las Veps)
Northern Colorado
Omaha
Pomona
Pupt Sound
Redlands
San Fernando
U.S.I.U.
Western N- Mexico
Whitman

21
JO
28
21
27
35
27
26
20
38

28

41
24
21

21
19

20
22
27
21
18
20

H & H CYCLE SHOP

21
6
15
14
6
0
6

20
14
14
7

Asst. Mgr. Jack Vaughn

-

.

....
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1301 CHESTNUT ST
MURRA Y, Ki

7
"12
10
17
16
13
19
20
14

21
17

7

13

0
7

6
6
II

0
13
13
1
6
17
20
10
20
13
0
9
7

LaVerne
san 01eao U
Eastern Oreaon
Sacramento
Occidental
Ft Lewis
San Francisco Slltte
Cal Poly (S.L.O.)
Santa Cia ra
Sonoma
San Francisco u
Los Anples
Northern Arizona
P1ttsbura
Southern Colorado
Loyola
western Washlncton
Riverside
Fullerton
Whittier
Coloraclo Mines
Pacific Lutheran

0
6
13
6
6
0
14
21

7

0
7
6
17
20
14
6

13
16
21
7
lJ

17

~Ryan

Milk
Company

College Men Know

SHI RTS

MURRAY STA.TE
FOOTBALL

r

-...

~

MURRAY'S DOUBLE
KNIT HEADQUARTERS

Suppo r ts

Mgr. Bobby McDowell

·.

,.

7

Other Games-Far West

7

7
10

Hobart
Bates
Trenton
Tufts
Brockport
Grove City
Clarion
Drexel Tech
Connecticut
Rhode Island
Hamilton
Bridgeport
Ursinus
Vermont
SpriniJfield
Amherst
Norwich
California State
Glassboro
UpSala
Albri&ht
Worcester Tech
Bloomsbura
Jthaca
Bowdoin

PANTS
COATS

THE
816 COLDWATER RD.
MURRAY, KY.

COLLEGE SHOP

ACR OSS FROM THE L IBRARY
Open B 1.m . to B p .m.
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Tom Chady

Independen t footbal l !'>che dule

Ra cers incur first shutout in 5 years
Coach Bill Furgerson and
the Murray State Racers suffered
one of Murray's worst defeats in
recent years and its first shutout
since Middle Tennessee pulled
the trick 33-0 back in 1966.
Hapless offensive play and
an inconsistant defense has now
allowed 116 points in three
games compared with 17 for
Murray. And the first string
offense has now gone three
games without a touchdown.
Reasons for the apparent
downfall may be attributed to
numerous injuries and
inexperience. It should be noted,
however, that Murray still sports
some of the best Individual
talent in the conference.
In Murray's recent
performances, a lack of team
cooperation or control has been
a deciding factor . • or the 20
touchdowns scored against
Murray this season over half
were direct causes of Murray
miscues.
Saturday's contest was no
different. The Pacers scored six
times, but four of those came as
a result of offensive errors.
Murray, on the other hand, is
not the only team that has been
plAgued with numerous miscues.
The only difference
between Murray and its
opponents is that Murray can
never cash in on another's
mistakes.
This weekend's contests will
be as tough as last weekend's.
Middle Tennessee has pulled
three consecutive upsets moving
them into contention for the
conference title.
The Racers also have
contests with Eastern and
Western, both of which are rated
in the top ten in last week's
Associated Pres.c; poll.
Other opponents which
Murray still have to face are
Austin Peay, East Tennessee,
and the University or Evansville.
So far this season the Racers
have been battered in nearly
every category. After four games
Murray has notched just five
touchdowns compared to 20 for
their opponents.
In order that Murray post
its ftfth winning season in 15
years, the Racers must win at
least five games. At the present
rate it may be difficult for
Murray to win one, much less
five.
In total offense, Murray has
rushed for 21 first downs and
passed for 19 more. Their
opposition, however, has rushed
for 44 first downs and passed ror
24.
In rushing the Racers have
been outrun 906 to 624. In the
aerial game, Murray's opponents
have connected on 37 of 72
passes for 573 yards while
Murray has completed 36 or 80
passes for 498 yards.

r • - • - - • - - •
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

•
W hiteway
Texico Service (
16th and Mai n

Wo rth 100 Extra
Top Value Stamps

I

Automotive Specialists

a.. •• Coupon ..

Murray has one less fumble (10
to 11) than their opponents.
This means that on the average
Murray loses the ball about five
times a game.

Fearless Foursome Forecasts
Mike Turley
Middle Tenn.
Tenn. Tech
East Michigan
UT Martin
Chattanooga
Morehead

35
20
20
35
21
41

Murray
Western
Eastern
Austin Peay
East Tenn.
Fainnount State

6
17
3
0
6
2

I

I

_;a

ll/2
11/5

ll/5
11/5
11/9
11/9
11/9
11/12
11/12
11/12

Tom Cbady
Middle Tenn.
Tenn. Tech
East Michigan
UT Martin
Chattanooga
Morehead

38
24
28
35
27
33

Murray
Western
Eastern
Austin Peay
East Tenn.
Fainnount State

6
21
14
10
7
7

time
4p.m.
5p.m.
6 p.m.
4p.m.
5 p.m.
6 p.m.
4p.m.
5p.m.
6p.m.
4p.m.
5 p.m.
6 p.m.
4 p.m.
5 p.m.
6 p.m.
4 p.m.
5p.m.
6p.m.
4 p.m.
5 p.m.
6p.m.
4p.m.
5p.m.
6 p.m.
4 p.m.
5p.m.
6p.m.

teams
Strikeouts vs. BSU
Outsiders vs. Vets Club
White Hall vs. Cotton Club
• Strikeouts vs. Outsiders
White Hall vs. BSU
Cotton Club vs. Vets Club
Strikeouts vs. White Hall
Cotton Club va. Outsiders
Vets Club vs. BSU
Strikeouts vs. Cotton Club
Vets Club vs. White Hall
BSU vs. Outsiders
Strikeouts vs. Vets Club
BSU vs. Cotton Club
Outsiders vs. White Hall
Strikeouts vs. BSU
Outsiders vs. Veta Club
White Hall vs. Cotton Club
Strikeouts vs. Outsiders
White Hall vs. BSU
Cotton Club vs. Vets Club
Strikeouts vs. White Hall
Cotton Club vs. Outsiders
Vets Club vs. BSU
Strikeouts vs. Cotton Club
Vets Club vs. White Hall
BSU vs. Outsiders

Pbil Th e obald
Middle Tenn.
Western
East Michigan
Chattanooga
Morehead
UT Martin

42
24
21
35
38
21

Bill
~

Middle Tenn.
Western
East Michigan
Chattanoga
Morehead
Austin Peay

9
21
10
7
17
7

Murray
Tenn. Tech
Eastern
East Tenn.
Fainnount State
Austin Peay

WLAKELAND

Bartl~man
28
36
21
36
34
21

Murray
Tenn. Tech
Eastern
East Tenn.
Fairmount State
UTMartin

6
21
17
13

14
20

TAPE HUT
Car & Home Stereo
Custom Installation
R epair & Service
W e R epair Tapes
CRAIG CAR STEREO
SPECIAL
$69.95

WITH SPEAKERS
Open From -10 am 10 pm

I

I With Fill-up - 10 Gal. Min. I
1

Murray's defense has
grabbed four opponent passes.
On the other hand, Murray's
opponents have swiped seven
Racer aerials. Surprisingly,

date
10/15
10/15
10/15
10/19
10/19
10/19
10/22
10/22
10/22
10/26
10/26
10/26
10/29
10/29
10/29
11/2
11/2

Between Jerri s & Liberty
on South 12th. St.

100% Wool Double Knit

'\

ALFIE . . . RiAht on, thia one! It's 100% vir~in
wool double-knit. It leaves you free to function
and it won't wrinkle. Put-it-all-to~ether sty/in~
blends all the fashion essentials ... lar~e collar,
wider lapels and action back. And, finally, the
Juxury-touoh of soft, silky satin lining. A new
hi~h that' II never come down.

iSurking~am lay,

fjtb.

Di xieland Shopping Center

--
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Linksmen successfully defend title
Blue team wins Murray Invitational.,
heads eight-team field with 1118 score
By PHIL THEOBALD
Asst. Sporu E~ilor

The Murray State golf team
successfully defended il.s seventh
annual invitational golf
tournament by heading a
eight-team with a total of 1118.
Middle Tennessee was a
close second with a total of
1120. Illinois State followed the
Blue Raiders with 1123,
finishing third.
Northeast Louisiana State
finished fourth with 1146, and
Austin Peay was fifth with 1154.
The Murray Gold team placed
sixth with 1155, while
Tennessee Tech and U.T. Martin
rounded out the field with
scores of 1171 and 1191,
respectively.
In the individual
competition Mark Wheaton of
Middle Tennessee shot an eight
under par 208, which is a new
tournament record. On Saturday
morning he blistered the course
with a 66, a new Calloway
Oounty Country Club course
record.
MARl( WHEATON, Middle T.,..-•s top gotfet', urgn in a putt IMt
Saturday In the MSU Invitational held at the Calloway County Countr( Club.
Wheaton post.t e 8 undet' par 54-hole total of 208, wh ich is 1 new
tournemant record. In his round Satunt.y he set a new c:ourse rac:ord of 66,
helping Midctle finish two strokes behind Murray.

Our foes

Bill Buck, a teammate of tournament, although several of
Wheaton's, finished second with the original entrants failed to
a 220. Tied ror third were D. A. show up. ''The tournament was
Wiebring or Illinois State, Gerry a huge success. We had
Risberg of Middle Tennessee, exceptionally good teams,
and Wayne McGowan, of considering the small field."
Murray's Golf team all with 221.
Concerning the results of
Wiebring won the playoff, the tourney, Coach Hewitt
placing him in third place.
added, ''The Blue team played
Murray's Chris Pigott and well under the pressure put on
Vernon Marcoullier were two of them by Middle Tennessee
three goiters bunched at 222. Saturday. They didn't panic, and
The other was Brad Barker of kept their poise until Lhe last
Illinois State.
putt was stroked. They realized
Other scores for the Murray that team play is the most
Blue team were Paul Celano, important thing.
225, Wally Young, 228, John
The Racers travel to Henry
Quertermous, 229, and Mike Horton State Park in Chapel
Reitz, 231.
Hill, Tenn. today Lo participate
For the Murray Gold team In the one-day WSM
John Storms shot a 231, Mike Intercollegiate Golf tournament.
Deaton finished with a 232, They wUI finish the fall schedule
Mike Hoyle shot a 233, David with either a tournament in
Buckingham shot a 239, and
Richard Trampey closed with a Cookeville, Tenn. Oct. 21-22, or
240.
with the Centenary College
Coach Buddy Hewitt was Intercollegiate Golf Tournament
well pleased with the Oct. 28-29 in Shreveport, La.

RACERS CONSIDERED UNDERDOG

Murray to play in Murfreesboro
against Middle Tennessee Raiders

Middle brats Easter n~ 32 - 15;
.
sl1ares top spot with Wes tern
Middle Tennessee has arisen
as a strong contender to
overthrow Western and capture
the Ohio Valley Conference
crown. The Blue Raiders
continued to progress at the
expense of highly regarded and
previously unbeaten Eastern
Kentucky 31 - 18.
Meanwhile, Western
Kentucky received its first
set-back, 17-14 by
non-conference toe Eastern
Michigan. The Hilltoppers had
emerged as the favorite
following ~orehead's loss to
Middle early in the season.
Another dark horse,
Tennesse Tech, conlinued its
drive by advancing its
conference record to 2-0. The
Golden Eagles side-stepped
winless Easl Tennessee 20- 3.
Tech has now won four straight
games and is currently the only
OVC school which has an
unblemished record in overall
competition.
The Morehead Eagles
remained in the thick of the race

team
Tenn. Tech
Middle Tenn.
Western
Eastern
Morehead
Murray
Austin Peay
East Tenn.

by whipping the Austin Peay
Governors 22-0. Morehead and
Eastern are now Lied wilh 2-l
records just a half game behind
tbe leaders.
Murray has momentarily
moved out ot the cellar despite a
41-0 loss to UT Martin last
weekend. Since both East
Tennessee and Austin Peay lost
to conference teams they now
sport 0-3 records while Murray's
conference record remained at
0-2.
· Besides Murray and Middle
only two other conference teams
square off this weekend. Leaders
Western Kentucky and unbeaten
Tennessee 'l'ech tangle In a
crucial game for both teams.
In other action, Austin Peay
mcel.s UT al Martin, East
Tennessee clashes with UT at
Chattanooga, Eastern Kentucky
goes against Eastern Michigan,
and Morehead travels to
Fairmont Stale.
OVC and overall standings
are as follows:

ovc
2·0
2-0
2-0
2-1
2-1
0-2
0-3
0-3

Overall
4·0
4-1

3-l
4·1
3-1
1-3
1-3
0·5

BvTOMCHAOV
Sporu Editor

Murray State will continue
its pursuit of victory this
weekend when the Racers meet
Midd l e Tennessee in
Murfreesboro. Murray, coming
off a 41·0 loss to UT at Martin,
will attempt to reverse the tables
on the Blue Raiders who have
provided the upset blow to two
conference foes already.
Middle continued its quest
for a conference title by
upending favored and previously
unbeaten Eastern Kentucky
32-15. Murray, on the other
hand, has not even so much as
threatened such a possibility in
its last three starts.
The two teams have played
both UT at Martin and
Morehead. Neither team scored
on Martin. Middle was blitzed
28·0 in its first game of the
season.
Against Morehead, however,
Middle utilized Lhree field goals
and an unusally tough defense to
outlast the Eagles 9-7. The
following week, the same Eagle
squad arrived in Murray. The left
with a bruising and critical48-14
win.
Middle who is returning 32
lettennen including 18 starters.
But even then thev are still a
young team with· only four
seniors on the roster.
The Blue Raiders' biggest
flaw is probably at the
quarterback position where
there is but one experienced
player, sophomore Dean
Ro denbeck who played in five
games last year.
Middle, however, also has
Melvin Daniels available. Daniels
switched to the position from
split ~nd. He proved a dangerous

runner with a strong throwing

arm.
The Blue Raider offense
which has. finally come Into Its
own, is led
by returning
running backs Reuben Justice
and Jesse Carter. Also returning
is flanked Johnny Blankenship,
splitend Mike Finney, and
tightends Da.vid Stewart and
Kevin Dees.
The Raiders sport one of
the most. underrated defenses in
the league led by ends John
Harris and J.W. Harper and

tackles Danny Buck and Jack
Crawford.
They also sport a backfield
that has three years of
experience and which picked nff
one of every nine passes thrown
against them last season.
Middle Is 2-0 in the
conference and 3-2 overall.
Murray is now 0-2 in the
conference and 1-3 overall.
Middle leads the series wilh 20
wins, 18 losses, and three ties.
Last year Murray upset the
Raider; 20-0.

REUBEN JUSTICE h• not bean doing justic:e to Ohio Vallay Conference
opponams.. Justlc:e. Middle Tennassaa•s outstanding runnina bac:k has
established himself IS a AII·Confarence and dang~rous runner. The R dafen• will maat Justlc:a and the ,..t of tha Blue Raiders in Murfreesboro
tomorrow night.

